Abstract. In this work, we present a stability criteria for the solitary wave solutions to a BBM system that contains coupled nonlinear terms. Using the idea by Bona, Chen and Karakashian [5] and exploiting the accurate point spectrum information of the associated Schrödinger operator, we improve the stability results previously got by Pereira [15] .
Introduction
This work is essentially motivated by two papers, [5] and [15] . In [5] , Bona, Chen and Karakashian consider a class of BBM-type systems in form of
where
with constants A, B, · · · , F ∈ R. Namely, P and Q are homogeneous, quadratic polynomials. The other paper [15] by Pereira considers BBM system
where U = U (x, t) is an R 2 -valued function, c 0 is a non-negative parameter, A is a 2×2 real positive definite matrix, and ∇H is the gradient of a homogeneous function H : R 2 → R with proper regularity. The nonlinear terms in (2) can be seen as generalizations of that in (1) , since the latter were essentially forced into a structure of the same form as the former, due to certain positiveness requirement. However, the result in [5] turns out to be stronger than that in [15] . The reason is that, in a proper space, [5] takes into account the accurate point spectrum information of the Schrödinger operator L 0 = − 1.1. Main result. We consider a BBM system in form of
where U = U (x, t) is an R 2 valued function and ∇H = (H u , H v ) t is the gradient of a C 3 homogeneous function H : R 2 → R, the superscript t represents transpose. The equations are the same as in (2) , except that we have simplified the system by letting c 0 = 1 and A = I 2×2 for sake of clarity. The techniques used in this work apply to cases with more general c 0 or A. In this note we focus on the stability results. We refer to [9, 14] for global well-posedness of (3), or [15, 9] for instability results.
The functional space is L 2 (R), in which the scalar operator L defined below has domain H 2 (R). While in the coupled system, the natural product spaces L 2 (R) × L 2 (R) and H 2 (R) × H 2 (R) are used. The operator L sends H 1 (R) to H −1 (R); < Lu, u > denotes the the pairing of Lu and u on space H −1 (R) and H 1 (R). We shall not further dig into the issues on space setting, instead we simply assume all the functions here have enough regularity for all the operations under consideration. However, precise functional settings are crucial in both the well-posedness and the stability proofs, for instance, in case of the space decomposition [6] .
We assume here the homogeneous function H(·, ·) is of order p + 2 with integer p ≥ 1. Suppose Φ = (φ, µφ) t is a proportional solitary wave solution of (3), where µ ∈ R is the proportional coefficient. Assume H u (1, µ) > 0 and let
Our main result is
. We have (1) for p ≤ 4, Φ is stable; (2) if p > 4, then there exists a ω p > 1 such that Φ is stable for ω > ω p and unstable for 1 < ω < ω p . Remark 1.2. Secret-telling moments.
(1) In this note, we only consider the proportional solitary wave solution. Nevertheless, as the study of nonlinear Schrödinger system suggests [19] , nonproportional solitary wave solutions do exist and are of great importance in real applications. (2) Given H, one can easily compute det(M) and determine the stability of a solitary wave. This idea was first brought up in [5] . The accurate information on eigenvalues is the key to discover the condition under which the stability is achieved.
1.2.
Strategy. Since Benjamin [3] set up the rigid mathematical framework, with refinements, generalization and elaboration along the way [4, 16, 17, 18, 8, 2, 6, 13] etc., stability study in this direction has developed into a sophisticate but "routine" process. On the one hand, it has close relations with areas such as scattering/inverse scattering theory, spectrum theory, hamiltonian systems, etc., see [12] ; on the other hand, the classical method more or less follows a routine process in proving the stability of a solitary wave solution, φ for instance:
• formulate the proper metric || · || to measure the shape deviation;
• capture a pair of conserved quantities to form a Lyapunov functional L, which is invariant too;
• for any solution u with perturbation v = u − φ, investigate L(u) − L(φ) and show there exist positive constants C 1 , C 2 such that for all time,
Then the second inequality at time t = 0 implies that L(u) − L(φ) is bounded by initial deviation ||v(0)|| 2 = ||u(0) − φ|| 2 ), at least when v is small; the first inequality at all later time implies all deviations ||v|| 2 are bounded by L(u) − L(φ). The fact that L(u)−L(φ) is invariant gives the stability: the initial deviation (shape difference) bounds the future deviation, at least when the initial deviation is small.
This clear picture does not show up without subtle issues. The global wellposedness needs to be ready; the key player-a solitary wave solution has to exist; to maintain an effective norm, the infimum of the deviation has to happen within a finite translation [4] ; how to transfer a constrained result to a general one, etc. But the most delicate part is the establishment of inequality (4) .
In
, is easy to show, since L is bounded operator from H 1 (R) to H −1 (R). The lower bound requires certain amount of "positiveness" of L. The operator is generally not positive definite, but almost so: the residual spectrum is missing since the operator is self-adjoint; it has strictly positive continuous spectrum; it has a simple zero eigenvalue and a unique, simple, negative eigenvalue. Thus, the space under investigation is able to be decomposed into a direct product of certain subspaces and the major part of the positiveness is kept, so is the positiveness of the lower order term ||v|| 2 . This classical method calls for a pack of techniques that attach to the analysis of such an operator. To avoid these difficulties, the concentration-compactness method has been developed by Cazenave and Lions from the calculus of variation viewpoint, see [7, 11] .
We shall embrace the tradition and follow the process mentioned above. But as has been remarked before, we shall omit some "critical but routine" steps and focus on the those parts which reflect the improvements we provide: the accurate spectrum analysis on the Schrödinger operator; the calculation of a critical quantity d ′′ (ω). Some examples are given in the end.
1.3. Preliminaries.
1.3.1. Point spectrum of Schrödinger operator. The result in this work relies on the precise information on the point spectrum of a specific Schrödinger operator,
and V is a potential function. In the special case where the potential function V (x) = −αsech 2 (x), α > 0, the eigenvalue problem can be solved explicitly; see Landau etal. [10] , page 73-74. Here for sake of completeness, we reproduce some details in this aspect.
On space L 2 (R), this φ(x) make L 0 a self-adjoint operator. Let σ denote the full spectrum and let σ p , σ c , σ r be the point spectrum, the continuous spectrum and residual spectrum, respectively. For self-adjoint operator the residual spectrum is missing, we have σ(
, has only real spectrum, which consists of the continuous part [ω, ∞), together with a finite number of discrete eigenvalues in (−∞, ω).
To find the eigenvalues of L 0 , we shall solve
Make variable transformation ξ = tanh(x), hence ξ ∈ (−1, 1) for x ∈ (−∞, ∞), we have the the associated Legendre equation for transformed functionψ(ξ) ≡ ψ(tanh −1 (ξ)):
Note that we work in space L 2 (R), which require ψ(x) → 0, as x → ±∞, or
and putting the equation in form of
we can solve the eigenvalue problem (8) completely:
where ⌈s⌉ is the smallest integer greater than or equal to s, and P ǫn s (ξ), is are the associated Legendre functions of the first kind, meaning the functions are defined within the unit circle in the complex plane. By analytical continuation, Legendre functions of second and third kind can be defined outside of the unit circle. But they do not interest us here.
When s is a positive integer, ǫ = 1, 2, · · · , s and P ǫ s becomes the Legendre polynomial which has an explicit form, for example when s = 3
The solutions for the corresponding eigenvalue problem (5) are
When s is not an integer, the expressions of P ǫ s (ξ) can be put in form of hypergeometric function (page 74, [10] ),
where the hyper-geometric function F is defined as
Again here what concerns us is the information of the concrete eigenvalues, rather than the eigenfunctions.
Another result will be used later.
Lemma 1.4 (Theorem B.61, [12] ). Suppose that φ ∈ L 2 (R) satisfies the differential equation
with c > 0 and φ ′ having exactly one unique zero. Then the differential operator
defined in L 2 (R) has exactly one simple negative eigenvalue λ 0 ; the eigenvalue 0 is simple with associated eigenfunction φ ′ ; and there exists δ > 0 such that every λ ∈ σ(L 0 ) − {λ 0 , 0} satisfies λ > δ.
Scalar equation.
In this part, by comparing with the scalar equation, we single out the difficulties brought up by the coupling mechanism and focus on these new issues.
Consider a scalar BBM equation
where > 0 is a constant. There exist infinitely many conserved quantities, two of which play an important role in our analysis:
We assume the solitary wave solution exists in form of φ ω (x − ωt). Then let z = x − ωt, φ(z) = φ ω (x − ωt), substitute into (12), we have
Requiring φ(z) decreases to zero at infinity, we have equation associated with (12)
When ω > 1, the solution to (14) , which is
generates the solitary wave solution φ ω (x − ωt) to (12) . Taking derivative of (14), we have
from which we conclude the operator
has eigenfunction φ ′ corresponding to eigenvalue 0. In view of ω > 1 and φ being in shape of [sech 2 (·)] 1 p , the above is in fact the consequence of Lemma 1.4. Furthermore, we conclude 1. L sclr has exactly one simple negative eigenvalue λ 0 ; 2. the eigenvalue 0 of L sclr is simple; 3. and there exists δ > 0 such that every λ ∈ σ(L sclr ) − {λ 0 , 0} satisfies λ > δ.
The classical result is, the main inequality (4) will be established if
holds, however, under the constraint
Then an extra argument (omitted in this note) shall bridge this constrained case to the general case and Theorem 1.1 would then be completed. Four the coupled system (3), we shall walk through the same procedure, however, with conserved quantities and operator in different forms. And the main difficulty comes from the spectrum analysis of the new operator.
Coupled system. Consider (3),
We have conserved quantities
We consider the proportional solitary wave solution U (x, t) = Φ ω (x − ωt) = (φ ω (x − ωt), ψ ω (x − ωt)) t of system (3), where ψ ω = µφ ω with µ a real constant. Later on, we often write φ, ψ for φ ω (x − ωt), ψ ω (x − ωt) when it is in a clear context.
Substituting into the system (3) and demanding a solitary solution, we have
and
By (14) , the solution of (15) is found to be
Linearizing (3) around Φ = (φ, µφ) t , we have
where I 2×2 = 1 0 0 1 and
Now our mission in this work is to (1) analyze L and prove
• it has exactly one simple negative eigenvalue λ − ;
• the eigenvalue 0 of L is simple;
• the continuous spectrum of L is bounded below by a positive number.
2. Analysis on L 2.1. Eigenvalue and unitary transformation. We have
and (1, µ) .
We expect the existence of a unitary transformation, by which we can simplify M so that it is easier to analyze the spectrum, noting the unitary transformation does not change the spectrum of an operator. Since M is real symmetric, it suffices to find the eigenvalues of M; if we can find two eigenvalues of M, we find the unitary transformation matrix.
Lemma 2.1. The matrix M has two eigenvalues, which are λ 1 = 1, λ 2 = det M.
Proof. From (17), we get
We use the following result which shall be proved presently in Lemma 2.2
Multiplying the second column ofM and adding to the first one, we have
Solving det(M − λI) = 0, we get λ 1 = 1, λ 2 = det(M)/λ 1 , as the lemma states.
Lemma 2.2. For H defined above, we have
The result can be easily verified by a few differentiations and substitutions.
Now we are able to form an orthogonal matrix O, by the normalized eigenvectors, such that
,
2. Spectrum analysis. We want to find out under what condition on M, operator L satisfies the spectrum conditions stated at the end of the previous section.
Since O is an orthogonal matrix, it suffices to studyL ≡ O t LO. We want to prove
It has a unique simple negative eigenvalue when det(M) < 1 p+1 ; 0 is the only other eigenvalue of L, which is simple; the continuous spectrum ofL is bounded from below by a positive number.
We shall complete the proof of Theorem 2.3 by showing a series of lemmas in the following.
The self-adjointness ofL is straightforward, since it is a compact perturbation of a selfadjoint operator [12] . DenoteL = L 1 L 2 with
Namely, any possible negative (or 0) eigenvalue of L 1 or L 2 would make a (negative or 0) eigenvalue of L.
We will show presently that L 1 has a unique simple negative eigenvalue and a simple 0 eigenvalue, the only possibility for L to share the same property is that L 2 has strictly positive spectrum.
is a compact perturbation of a self-adjoint operator and it is self-adjoint too. Also note this is exactly the linear operator we have by differentiating (15), where we got a byproduct, namely the eigenpair of L 1 : eigenvalue : 0, eigenfunction : φ ′ (x), where φ is from (16) .
Note that φ has shape of [sech 2 (x)] 
It is easy to see that studying spectrum of L 1 is equivalent to studying that of
And it suffices to investigate
in which case the previous knowledge of Schrödinger operator comes into play. We know that L 1y has a unique negative eigenvalue. L 1y0 might have more than one negative eigenvalue, but only the least one of L 1y0 corresponds to the unique negative one of L 1y , with difference 4 p 2 . So we focus on calculating the least negative eigenvalue of L 1y0 .
Comparing L 1y0 with (5) and (7), we have
By (9), the least negative eigenvalue corresponds to the largest ǫ n , which is s when n = ⌈s⌉. Namely we have the negative eigenpair:
The eigenfunction comes from (10) and (11) with ǫ n = s, ξ = tanh(y). Now tracing back to L 1y and L 1 , we get their corresponding eigenvalues
2.2.2.
Analysis on L 2 . Our goal here is to find conditions under which L 2 has strictly positive spectrum. Recall
Lemma 2.5. The operator L 2 has strictly positive spectrum if
Proof. It suffices to prove the same result for
. So what we need to do here is to find what makes all the eigenvalues strictly positive.
Similar to the previous subsection, for
we have the least negative eigenvalues
And what we want is λ 2y = −s 2 + 4 p 2 > 0, which forces the following
.
We complete Theorem 2.3.
Next, we will show Theorem 1.1 by finding out when d ′′ (ω) > 0 holds.
Calculations for d ′′ (ω)
Theorem 3.1. We have the following for d ′′ (ω):
Proof. We know the solitary wave solution Φ ω = (φ ω , ψ ω ) t is a minimum point for the Lyapunov functional
Thus,
Using φ, ψ for φ ω , ψ ω , we shall investigate To get the third inequality from bottom, the assumption H u = b 1 + (p + 2)b 2 > 0 is used, which gives a lower bound for b 1 , same as (18) and (19) . To see that our result is stronger, first note that b 2 > 0 holds true by comparing the first and third terms in inequality (18) (or (19) ). Then, it is easy to verify that the upper bounds given here are larger than those given in (18) and (19) .
Example 4.2. Let q ≥ 1 be an integer. Consider
This is an example considered in [9] , where the result (Lemma 3.1) requires ω − 1 + H uv − H u 2 > 0, which is obviously a much stronger assumption than ours. This is exactly the point: by taking advantage of the accurate point spectrum information, we weaken conditions like this.
By our result
Existence of solitary wave solution forces µ = 1. This case corresponds to p = 2q−1.
We have here 
